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COACHING FOR
LEADERS & EXECUTIVES

Organizations and individuals investing in
coaching gain powerful, long-lasting

CHANGES AND RESULTS
According to a survey by the International Coach Federation (ICF), 86
percent of organizations saw a return on their coaching investment,
and 96 percent of those who have been coached said they would
repeat the process again.
Coaching is a proven tool to:
increase productivity, performance, and decision making
grow revenue and sales
increase retention and employee engagement
expand a leader’s confidence, emotional intelligence, and ability to influence
create dynamic communication
inspire creative problem solving
amp-up energy within, across, and throughout teams

Our approach

At Bright Arrow, we approach coaching holistically.
We believe that finding alignment between who an
individual is at work and at home is key to success.
Our mindfulness-based approach is tailored to
each client’s unique needs and style across four
phases designed to help individuals and teams
move from gaining insight to taking action in their
lives and careers.

PHASE 1: CLARIFY

Sponsor Discovery Session.

We kick-off every engagement with a meeting to learn and understand you and
your team’s needs and identify opportunities for improvement and growth. We
share what a successful coaching engagement looks like with Bright Arrow,
including a vision for what will change or grow by the end of the engagement
from a skill, attitude, and capability standpoint. We also provide tools and
resources to ensure all our coaching sponsors are comfortable creating
complete transparency between themselves and their leaders in order to
capture the desired goals and outcomes of the coaching experience.

Leader Discovery Session.

We then meet with your leaders individually to share your vision for success
and create a coaching roadmap that aligns with the desires outcomes and how
they want to improve and grow. Once the roadmap is finished, everyone
formally agrees to the goals and desired outcomes.

"Having someone who challenges you and your team’s
assumptions, supports your organizational objectives, and
celebrates your wins is nothing short of a game changer.”

PHASE 2: REVEAL

Energy Leadership Index
Assessment & Debrief.

Leaders can consciously choose how they “show up” in the workplace and
react under stress. By taking our Energy Leadership Index assessment and
using Energy Leadership techniques, we will show your leaders how to
evaluate their level of energy based on their attitudes, perceptions, and
perspectives of what’s taking place around them. They will learn invaluable
strategies to shift their approach to leadership; allowing them to take more
positive, productive, and sustainable actions and get better results and
outcomes.

360 Leadership
Assessment & Debrief.

Being aware of the strengths and potential areas of development for each of
your leaders is vital to effective job performance and success. Our 360
Leadership Assessments provides feedback across your individual leader’s
strengths and provides clear data on where they have opportunities to grow
across four key areas: performance leadership, change leadership,
interpersonal leadership, and personal leadership. After the assessment, we
integrate this relevant and impactful data into individual roadmaps to help
advance leadership skills and abilities. It is important to note that the
results of the 360 Assessment belong only to the leader. The document is
not shared or discussed with anyone else (including the sponsor). As a
result, it cannot be used in determining promotions or compensation.

PHASE 3:
DESIGN & ACTUALIZE

Individual Coaching Sessions.

We will meet up to twice a month for 60-minute coaching sessions with your
leaders. Together, we co-create a flexible roadmap to capture quick wins and
enjoy the journey, as learning to enjoy the process of goal achievement and
change-making is critical to success. Throughout our engagement, our
coaches are available to each leader anytime via email, text, or phone for onthe-spot coaching, motivation and encouragement.

“Here’s how I would describe the phases of working with Bright Arrow
for our organization. First comes the regret that you didn’t find them
sooner. Thinking, ‘How differently would things have turned out if I
had known Bright Arrow from the very beginning? Where would I be
now?’ Then, there’s gratitude…it soon becomes clear that everything
you’ve done in the past has led you to this moment, and you realize
you’re exactly where you need to be right now. Finally, there’s hope…
with Bright Arrow on your side, you feel invincible.”

Leader in the Tech Industry

PHASE 4:
ENGAGEMENT REFLECTION

Individual Sponsor Reflection.

At the end of our coaching engagement, we will review milestones and goals
achieved. We will also co-create a plan to ensure your leaders continue to
develop and apply the applicable skills and realizations they gained from the
coaching engagement.

Individual Client Reflection.

We also meet with you, the sponsor, and your leaders to deeply understand
how the changes and growth they have observed impacted their entire team.
The meeting is done with your leaders to continue to create and foster
transparency.

“Bright Arrow’s coaches are great mentors
and inspiration for professionals, and true
experts in the people industry.”

Powerful, effective, and transformational
coaching & training solutions for

GROUPS & TEAMS

Leadership coaching doesn’t have to be a one-on-one process. Just like
coaching a sports team, coaching a work team involves honing both
individual skill and group talent. Our dynamic approach provides your
executives and leaders a framework and practice opportunities for
stretching beyond their current abilities.
And by partnering with their team in the context of its everyday work
challenges, participants learn new perspectives and introduce novel ideas
for improving team performance.
As with individual coaching, we’re focused on results and will work with you,
the coaching sponsor, and your individual leaders to understand your team’s
relationships, shared experiences, and collective interpersonal awareness in
a way that supports the team’s goals.
In group coaching sessions, with Bright Arrow's assistance, the team
decides on the topic they want to tackle each time. It may be a particular
business problem they want to solve or relationship/group dynamic they
need to work through. In addition to group coaching, Bright Arrow offers
leadership training in the areas of:
Neuroscience of leadership
Coaching techniques for leaders
Delivering meaningful feedback
Change management
Additional leadership training topics are also available upon request.

Take your team to the
next level.

Transformation is calling

Tegan Trovato—CPC, ACC, ELI-MP—is the CEO of
Bright Arrow, a premiere Life Coaching and
Leadership Development firm based in Chicago and
serving clients nationally.
Tegan is the co-host of the Life and Leadership
Podcast, a FORBES columnist for the exclusive
Coaches Council, and a regular contributor to Thrive
Global and Mantra Magazine.
Recipient of HR Executive Magazine’s HR Rising Star
Award, Tegan is an HR industry veteran with twenty
years of experience, specializing in Talent Acquisition,
Talent Development, and Organizational Learning,
serving as an executive or leadership team member
for Levi Strauss, Zynga, Xerox and Cielo.
As the Founder and CEO of Bright Arrow, she and her
firm offer life coaching, executive coaching,
leadership development, group workshops, and
inspiring keynotes. Bright Arrow's clients work
exclusively with certified, tenured coaches who value
authenticity, confidence, courage, comfort, growth,
and leadership in every interaction.

Connect With Us!

Discover for yourself why so many organizations refer to Bright Arrow Coaching as
their secret weapon with a complimentary, 60-minute discovery session.

CLICK HERE!

